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SHAPE-TOPOLOGICAL DIFFERENTIABILITY OF 
ENERGY FUNCTIONALS FOR UNILATERAL PROBLEMS 

IN DOMAINS WITH CRACKS AND APPLICATIONS 

GUNTER LEUGERlNG, JAN SOKOŁOWSKI, AND ANTONI ŻOCHOWSKI 

ABSTRACT. A review of results on first order shape-topological differ
entiability of energy functionals for a class of variational inequalities of 
elliptic type is presented. 

The velocit'lj method in shape sensitivity analysis for solutions of el
liptic unilateral problems is established in the monograph l23J. The 
shape and materiał derivatives of solutions to frictionless contact prob
lern.c:; in solid mechanics are obtained. In this way the shape gradient.s of 
the associated integral functionals arc derived within the framework of 
nonsmooth ana.lysis. In the case of the energy type functionals cJassical 
diffcrcntiability rcsults can be obtaincd1 bccausc the shapc diffcrcnt.ia.bil
ity of solutions is not required to obtain the shape gradient of the shape 
functional j23J. Therefore, for cracks the strong continuity of solutions 
witli respect to bourn..lary variations is suffi.dent in onler to obtaiu first 
order shape differentiability of the assot.:iated energy fundional. This 
simple observation which is used in [23J for the shape differentiability of 
multiple eigenvalues is further npplied in 113, 14j to derive the first order 
shape gradient of the energy functional with respect to perturbations of 
the crack tip. A domain decomposition technique in shape-topology 
sensitivity analysis for problems with unilateral constraints on the crack 
faces (lips) is presented for the shape functionals. 

We introduce the Griffith shape functional as the distributed shape 
derivative of the elastic energy evaluated in a domain with a crack, with 
respect to the crack length. We are interested in the dependence of this 
functional on domain perturbations far from the crack. As a result, the 
ciirectionol sh!".pe anci topological rlerivatives of the nonsmooth Griffith 
shape functional are obtained with respect to boundary variations of an 
inclusion. 

l. lNTRODUCTION 

First order shape sensitivity analysis of the energy functional for an ellip
tic boundary value problem with unilateral constraints defined in domains 
with cracks is of broad interest and, therefore, it is named Griffith shape 
jv.nctional. lu order to illtroduce the Grittith shape fullctiollal we make use 
of 

• the crack model within an elastic body, represented by an elliptic 
variational inequality with the unilateral constraints representing the 
first order linear approximation of the nonpenetration condition; 

Key words and phra.<;e.<;. Griffith criteriurn for crack propagatiou, Signoriui vc1.riational 
im•quality, Hadamanl sltape diłfereutiability, shape gra<lie11t , shaµe Hessian, nonsmooth 
an;i.lysis, conit:al <lifferential of metric projet:tion, Dirichlet Sobolev space, 
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• the energy shape functional defined for the solutions of the varia.tional 
inequality depending on the shape of the crack; 

• an abstrnct result on the directiunal differentiability of the optima! 
value for constrained optimization problems over convex sets with 
respect to a parameter t • O, 

t • j(t, v"(t)) := inf j(t, v) 
vEJ( 

which requires only the strong convergcnce of the minimizers v•(t) • 
v• (O) with respcct to the parameter as wcll as the existence of the 
partia! deriv-ative of the mapping JR 3 ł • j(l, v) E JR; 

• a tedmical result on linear trar1,formations of the dL,placement field 
in the clasticity model obtained in 123) which provides the con
vcx cone K, inv-ariant under the change of variables of the velocity 
method; it means that in order to apply the abstract sensitivity result 
for optima! values, we have in hand the linear transformation of the 
unknown solution to the variational inequality such that we could an
aly,:e the variational inequality transformed to the fixed geometrical 
domain with the paramcter independent convex cone K. 

Therefore, the Griffith shape functional is the first order shape derivative 
of the clastic energy with rcspcct to the perturbation of the crack tip for 
a give11 directio11 of the velocity vector Jield. In additio11, the second order 
shape derivative of the energy functional, whcnever it docs exist, becomes 
t.lw first orde.r shapi, derivative of the Griffith shape funr.tional. But it is 
not our primary concern, since we am more interested in the influence of 
elastic iuclusions far from the crack on the behaviour of the Griffith shape 
functioual. We believe that such a11 inttueuc:e is pussil,le and eau l,,e used for 
the control of crack propagation in elastic media. Indeed, the dependence 
of the Griffith funr.tional with respect to shape changes of an elastic or rigid 
inclusion has been considered in 112, 11). This research has been triggered 
by numcrical studies on optimization an control of crack growth also for the 
case of cohesivc crack theories in 121 , 22, 18). See also 17, 19). 

We rcca.11 a.lso that the second order sha.pc different.iability of the energy 
functional wi th respect to the perturbations of the crack tip is known for 
the Signorini type v-ariational inequalities which governs frictionlcss contact 
problems 16). This result can be extended to the crack problems with non
penetration contact conditions on the crack faccs (!ips), but this is a subjcct 
of the forthcoming paper. 

1.1. Interface problems in Lipschitz domains. In this paper a class of 
models with dcfccts in solids is introduced. The defcct takes the form of 
a cut in the geometrical domain. The cut is a part of a curve in two spa
tial dimensions, and the unilateral boundary conditions for displacements 
and the tractions are prescribed for the jumps from both sides of the cut. 
The v-ariational formulation of the model includc the unilateral conditions 
for the displacements imposed in the convex cone constraints for admissible 
displacements. The variational inequality for displacements is obtained for 
the minimization problem of the energy functional over a convex cone. In 
the specific case uf our sett.ing, the solutiun operator is Lipschitz continuous 



with respect to the right-hand side of the variational inequality. This prop
erty leads usually to the Lipschitz continuity of the solution with respect to 
the regular boundary variations in the framework of the velocity method of 
shape sensitivity analysis. On the other hand, the asymptotic analysis of 
solutions to singular perturbations of the geometrical domain can be per
formed for linear problems or a restricted class of nonlinear problems. Since 
the technique of compound asymptotic expansions cannot be directly applied 
to the variational inequalities under considerations, a domain decomposition 
teclmique is used in order to obtain the first order asymptotic expansion of 
the energy functional and to obtain the topological derivatives of the energy 
functionals for the variational inequalities. 

In this section the framework is introduced for the crack problem in the 
bounded domain n in two spatial dirnensions. It is assumed [8]-[17] that a 
crack in n is a part E1 of the Lipschitz interface E. By an interface we mean 
a Lipschitz, closed curve without intersections E €e n such that the jumps 
[u] of values for traces of Sobolev functions u from both sides of the interface 
are allowed. 

In addition, in our model the interface, thus, also the crack are supposed 
to be sufficiently smooth, say E is a C 1•1 closed curves without intersections. 
This regularity assumption is added in order to use the standard properties 
of traces of Sobolev functions on the interface. 

However, the shape sensitivity analysis is performed in aur framework by 
the bi-Lipschitz changes of variables, we refer to [23J for all details necessary 
for such a construction. 

Let us consider the Lipschitz domain n with the boundary r = an decom
posed into two Lipschitz subdomains fl', fl" and the interface E C n, i.e., 
n:= fl' UE U fl". For the decomposition of functions in v E HJ(fl), we use 
the notation for restrictions to subdomains v' E HJ(fl') and v" E HJ(fl"). 
Thus, the traces on E a.re well defined 

vli:: := v'IE = v"li:: E H 112(E). 

Now, we <lefine a hroa<ler space HJ(fl) C H/;(fli::) C L2 (fl) of functions 
which admit the jump 

[v] := v'li:: - v"li:: E H 112(E) 

over the interface E. This leads also to the boundary value problems in 
n with the prescribed jump over the interface, which is not our primary 
interest. We are interested in the cracks E1 C E modeled by closed subsets 
of the interface, with n1 := fl \ "f:1, thus, in solutions of the boundary value 
pro blems in the convex set 

K(fli) := {v E H/;(fli::) : [v] ;;:, O on E1, [v] = O on E \ B1}. 

The primary interest of such a function space setting for the crack problems 
with unilateral nonpenetration conditions on the crack faces (lips) is the so
called polyhedricity of the set K(flL). In other words, polyhedral convex sets 
admit the Hadamard differentia! of the metric projection [23, 6). This prop
erty is inherited from the polyhedricity of the positive cone in the fractional 
Sobolev space H 112(E), since the space H 112 (E) is the so-called Dirichlet 
space with respect to the natura! order. Let us recall the known facts [6]. 



Proposition 1.1. The scalar product(,, •h:: in the Dirichlet space H 112 ('[;) 

satisfies the condition 

(v+,v-),:: ( O \/v E H 112 (E), 

therefore, the metric projection in H 112(E) onto the positive cone of H 112 (E) 
is con-ically differentia/ile. 

This implics 

Corollary 1.2. The metric projection in H~(!l,::) onto the closed, convex 
cone K(fli) is conically dijfcrentiablc. 

The ahove rnsult.s !earl to the first orrler shapr. rlerivatives of the Griffith 
shape functio11al for the cracks with the nonlinear nonpenctration conditions 
prescribed 011 the crack lips (or faces in thrce spatial dimcnsions). 

Remark 1.3. The Griffith shape functional of the crack Et := {(x1, O) E 
llł2, O < x1 < I} at the tip P1 := (/, O) is deji11ed by the shu7,e de,·ivative 
which is denoted by 

of the energy functional 

l-+ n(n1;nt) = inf J (!J'vvj2 - fv) 
vEK(ll,) 2 

n, 
wherc u1 E J( ( fli) is the minimizer for a givcn /ength l > O of the crack, and 
f E L2 (fl) is a gi·uen element. 

We arc going to cxtcnd such results to elastic bodies n, with cracks E1 
and unilateral conditions on the crack lips (faccs) E'f. Then, we consider 
the rlifforentiability properties of the Griffith functiona.l 

• cvaluation of the first order shapc clcrivative with rcspcct to the per
turbations of the crack; 

• a.symptotic ana lysis of the Griffith functiona.l with respcct to singular 
perturbations of the gcometrical domain far from the crack; 

2. MODELING OF CRACKS IN ELASTIC IJODIES 

2.1. Nonpenetration conditions on the crack faces. It is well known 
that classical crack theory in elasticity is characterized by linear boundary 
conditions which leads to lincar bou11dary value problems. This approach 
has a elear shortcoming from a mechanical standpoint, since opposite crack 
faces can penetrate each other. We consider nonlinear boundary conditions 
011 crack fa.ces, the so-called nonpcnetration conditions, writtcn in terms of 
inequalities. From the standpoint of applications, these bonndary conditions 
arc preferable since they provide a mu tual nonpenetration between crack 
faces. As a resnlt, a free boundary problem is obtained which means that a 
concretc boundary condition at a given point can be found provided that we 
have a solution of the problem. 

The main attention in this paper is paid to dependence of solutions of the 
problem on domain pcrturbations, and in particular, on the crack shape. 



Let n c JR2 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary r, and re c fl 
be a smooth curve without self-intersections, fle = n \ I' e· 

It is assumed that re can be extended in such a way that this extension 
crosses r at two points, and fle is divided into two subdomains D 1 and D 2 

with Lipschitz boundaries fJD 1 , fJD 2 , meas(f n fJD,) > O, i= 1, 2. Denote 
by v = (v1, v2) a unit norma! vector to fe- We assume that fe does not 
COntain its tip points, i.e. fe =fe \ Of e• 

The equilibrium problem for a linear elastic body occupying fle is as fol
lows. In the domain fle we ha.veto !ind a displacement field u= (u1 , u2) and 
stress tensor components u= {u,1}, i,j = 1, 2, such that 

-divu = J in fle, (1) 

u= At:(u) in fle, (2) 

u=O on r, (3) 

[u]v;;, O, [uv] = O, Uv · [u]v = O on fe, (4) 

O'v ~ o) (JT = o on rt (5) 

Here [v] = v+ - v- is a jump of v on re, and signs ± correspond to positive 
and negative crack faces with respect to v, f = (fi, h) E L2 (!1c) is a given 
function, 

r7v = Clijl/jVi , Cfr = UV - u,,,· v, Or= (u;, a;) 1 

UV= (u1jVj, rJ2jVj), 

the strain tensor components are denoted by c:,1(u), 

1 
€;1(u) = 2(u,,1 +n1,,), €(u)= {€;1(u)}, i,j = 1, 2. 

Elasticity tensor A= {a,jkl}, i,j, k, l = 1, 2, is given and satisfies the usual 
properties of symmetry and positive definiteness 

U;jkl(klfo ;;, col(i2, V fo, fo = (1;, co= const, 

a,jkl = aklij = ajikl, a,jkl E L00 (fl). 
Relations (1) are equilibrium equations, and (2) is Hooke's law, u,,j = ~, 

(x1, x2 ) E fle- All functions with two below indices are symmetric in those 
indices, i.e. u,j = Uji etc. Summation convention is assumed over repeated 
indices throughout the paper. 

The first condition in ( 4) is called the nonpenetration condition. It pro
vides a mutual nonpenetration between the crack faces f;. The second 
condition of (5) provides zero friction on re• For simplicity we assume a 
clamping condition (3) at the external boundary r. 

Note that a priori we do not know points on re where strict inequalities 
in (4), (5) are fulfilled. Due to this, the problem (1)-(5) is a free boundary 
value problem. If we have Uv = O then, together with rJ7 = O, the classical 
boundary condition uv = O fellows which is used inlinear crack theory. On 
the other hand, due to (4), the condition Uv < O implies [u]v = O, i.e. we 
have a contact between the crack faces at a given point . The strict inequality 
[u]v > O at a given point means that we have no contact between the crack 
faces. 



Hcnce, the first difficulty in studying the problem (1)-(5) is conccrned 
with boundary conditions (4)-(5). The second one is related to the generał 
crack proulern dil-liculty - a presence of 11ons1110uth uoundaries. We refor 
the rcadcr to IGI for rclatcd rcsults on boundary valuc problcms dcfincd in 
domains with cracks. 

2.2. Existence of solutions. First of all we note that problem (1)-(5) ad
mits severa! equivalent formulations. In particular, it corresponds to the 
minimization of the energy functional. To check this, introduce the Sobolev 
space 

H/,(nc) = {v = (v1, v2) I Vi E H 1(flc), Vi = 0 Oll r, i= 1, 2} 

and the closcd convcx set of admissiblc displacemcnts 

1( = {v E H/.(llc) I [v]v;;, O a.e. 011 re}. 

In this case, duc to the Weicrstrass theorem, the problem 

',;i,~~{~ j CTij(v)eij(v) - j f.v.} 
nc nc 

has (a uniquc) solution 1l satisfying the variational inequality 

u E K, 

j CTij(u)eij(v - u);;, j f.(v. - u.), \/v E K, 

rłc rłc 

where CTij(u) = CTij arc dcfincd from (2) . 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Problem formulations (1) -(5) and (7)-(8) arc equivalent. We shall use in 
Scction 47 the abstract form (144) of the variational inequality (7)-(8). 

Re mark 2 .1. It follows from the coercivity on the energy space H /. ( nc) of 
the symmetric bilinear form 

H/.(flc) x HWlc) 3 (u, v)-, a(u, v) := J CTij(u)Eij(v) E llł 
rłc 

t/>,at the solution u to {7)-(8) is Lipschitz contin·uous in the energy space with 
respect to the right-hand side f in the dual space (H/.(fłc))'. 

An_y smooth solution of (1)-(5) sa.tisfies (7)-(8) and, conversel_y, from (7)
(8) it follows (1)-(5). 

Below we provide two morc equivalent formulations for the problem (1)
(5), the so-called mixcd and smooth domain formulations. To this end, we 
first discuss in what sense boundary conditions (4) -(5) arc fulfillcd. Dcnotc 
by E a closed curve without sclf-intersections of the class C 1•1 , which is an 
cxtension of r c such that E C fl, and the domain fl is divided into two 
subdomains fl 1 and fl 2 . In this case E is the boundar_y of the domain fl 1 , 

and the boundar_y of fl 2 is E Ur. 
Intro duce the space H~ (E) with the norm 

llvł1 2 = llvll 2 , + j j lv(x) - v(y)l 2 dxdy (9) 
H1(E) L (E) lx - yl 2 

E E 



and denote by H-½ (E) a space dual of H½ (E). Also, consider the space 

H562(fe) = { V E H~(fe) I ~ E L2(fe)} 

with the norm 

1łvlli;2,oo = 1łvlli;2 + j P-1V2, 

r. 

where p(x) = dist(x;ćife) and llvll 1;2 is the norm in the space H 112(fe)- It 

is known that functions from Ht62(fe) can be extended to E by zero values, 
and moreover this extention belongs to H 112(E). More precisely, Jet v be 
tlefiaetl at fe, and v be the extension of v by zero, i.e. 

v(x) = { v(x), x E fe 
O, XE E \ fe, 

Then 

v E Ht6\f c) if and only if v E H 112(E). 

With the above notations, it is possible to describe in what sense boundary 
conrlitions (4)-(5) me fulfillerl. Namely, the conrlition Uv ,:; O in (5) means 
that 

(uv,c/;h;2,00 ,:; O, V ej; E HJ6\fe), ej;;;,, O a.e. on fe, 

where (,, ,) 1; 2,00 is a duality pairing between H~/1\fe) and HJ62(fe), The 
condition Ur = O in (5) means that 

(uv, c/;)i;2,oo = O, V c/; = (c/;1, c/;2) E Hif(fe), 

The last condition of (4) holds in the following sense 

(uv, [u]v)i;2,oo = O. 

2.3. Mixed formulation of the problem. Now we are interested to give 
a mixed formulation of the problem (1)-(5). Introduce the space for stresses 

H(d.iv) ={u= {u;j} I u E L2(!1c),divu E L2(!1c)} 

with the norm 

llullif(div) = llullŁ2(00) + lldivullŁ>(no) 
and the set of admissible stresses 

H(div;fe) = {u E H(div) I [uv] = O on fe; Uv,:; O, O'r = O on f;}. 

We should note at this step that for u E H(div) the traces (uv)± are correctly 
defined on E± as elements of H- 1/ 2 (E). The first condit.ion in the definition 
of H(<liv; fe) is fulfille<l iu the fullowiug sense 

(<Jv)+ = (uv)- on E 

for any curve E with the prescribed properties. Relations u ,.; O, ur = O on 
f;!' also malce sense. The values uv, Ur are defined as elements of the space 

Hool/2(fe)· 



The mixed formulation of the problem (1)-(5) is as fellows. We have to find 
a displaccmcnt field u= (u1 , u2) and stress tensor components a = {ai;}, 
i , j = l, 2, such that 

u E L 2(fle), a E H(div; re), (10) 

-diva = f in fle, (11) 

j Crr(u - rr) + j n(divu - diva);,, O Va E H(cliv; re)- (12) 

nc Oe 

The tensor Cis obtained by inverting the Hooke's law (2), i.e. 

Ca= c(u). 

It is possible to establish the existencc of a solution to the problem (10)-(12) 
and eh.cek that (10)-(12) is formally equivalent to (1)-(5) (see [171). Existencc 
of solutions to (10)-(12) can be proved independently of (1)-(5). On the other 
hand, the solution exists duc to the cquivalcncc, and we al.ready have the 
solution to the problem (1)-(5). 

2.4. Smooth domain formulation. Along with the mixed formulation 
(10)-(12), the so-called smooth domain formulation of the problem (1)-(5) 
can be provider!. In this case the solution of the problem is clefinecl in the 
smooth domain fl. To do this, we should notice that the solution of the 
problem (1)-(5) satisfies (7)-(8), tlms, the condition 

[0-11] = 0 on re 

holcls, and, therefore, it can be proved that in the distributional sense 

-divrr = f ill n. 
Hcnce, the equilibrium cquations (1) hold in the smooth domain n. 

Introduce the spaee for stresses defined in fl, 

1i(div) ={a= {o-,;} I o-, diva E L2(fl)} 

and the set of admissible stresses 

1i(cliv;re) = {o- E 1i(div) I (!T = O, O"v,;; o Oil re}, 

The norm i.n the space 1i(div) is defined as follows 

liall1(div) = llalli2(!1) + lldivalli2(!1)· 
We sec that for o- E 1i(div), the boundary condition O"r = O, O"v ,;; O on 

re are conectly cleii11ed i11 the se11se H~112 (re)- Thus, we can provide the 
smooth clomain fonnulation for the problem (1)-(5). lt is ncccssary to fincl 
a displaci,mcmt fic,ld u= (u1, u2 ) and stress tensor components o-= {cri;}, 
i, j = 1, 2, such that 

u E L2(fl), u E 1i(div; re), (13) 

-divo- = f i11 n, (14) 

J Co-(u - a)+ J u(divu - diva);,, O Va E 1i(div; re), (15) 

!1 !1 



It is possible to prove existence of a solution to the problem (13)-(15) (see 
[16]). Moreover, any smooth solution of (1)-(5) satisfies (13)-(15) and, con
versely, from (13)-(15) it follows (1)-(5). Advantage of the formulation (13)
(15) is that it is given in the smooth domain. This formulation reminds 
contact problems with thin obstacle when restrictions are imposed on sets 
of small dimensions. 

Numerical aspects for the problems like (1)-(5) can be found, for example, 
in [2]. 

2.5. Fictitious domain method. In this section we provide a connection 
between the problem (1) -(5) and the Signorini contact problem. It turns out 
that the Signorini problem is a limit problem for a family of problems like 
(1)-(5). First we give a formulation of the Signorini problem. Let fl 1 C JR2 

be a bounded domain with smooth boundary r1, r1 = r c u ro , r c n ro = 0, 
measro > O. 

For simplicity, we assume that r c is a smooth curve ( without its tip 
points). Denote by v = (vi, v2) a unit norma! inward vector to re. We 
have to find a displa.cement field u = (ur, u2) and stress tensor components 
a= {a;j}, i,j = 1, 2, such that 

- divo-= f in fl1, (16) 

u= Ac:(u) in fl1, (17) 

u=0 on ro, (18) 

UV ~ 0, Cl v ~ 0, CT -r = 01 UV·Uv=0 on re, (19) 

Here f = (/1, h) E Ltoc(IR.2) is a given function, A= {U;jkl}, i,j, k, l = 1, 2 
is a given elasticity tensor, Oijkł E L~(JR2), with the usual properties of 
symmetry ami pusitive ueliuiteuess. 

It is well known (see [4, 51) that the problem (16) -(19) has a variational 
formulation providing a solution existence. N amely, denote 

Hl,0(fl1) = {v = (vi, v2) E H 1(fl1) I v; = O on ro, i= 1, 2} 

and introduce the set of admissible displacements 

I<c = {v = (v1, V2) E H{0(fl1) I vv ~ O a.e. on re}-

In this case the problem (16)-(19) is equivalent to minimization of the func
tional 

~ j u;j(v)c:;i(v) - j f;v; 
n, n, 

over the set Kc and can be written in the form of variational inequality 

u EKc, (20) 

J U;j(U)c;j(v - u) ~ J J;(v; - n;) Vv E Kc, (21) 

01 01 

Here O-ij(u) = O-ij arc dcfincd from the Hookc's law (17). Variational in
equality (20)-(21) is equivalent to (16)-(19) and, conversely, i.e., any smooth 
solution of (16) -(19) satisfies (20)-(21) and from (20)-(21) it follows (16)
(19). Along with variational formulation (20)-(21), the problem (16)-(19) 
admits a mixed formulation which is omitted here. 
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The aim of this section is to prove that the problem (16)-(19) is a limit 
problem for a family of problems likc (1)-(5). In what follows we providc 
cxplanation of this statement. 

First of all we extcnd tbe domain n 1 by adding a domain fl 2 with smooth 
boundary r 2. An extended domain is dcnotcd by fle, and it has a crack (cut) 
re, Boundary of flc is r U rt, Denotc Eo= r1 n r2, E =Eo\ r, tbus E 
does not contain its tip points. 

We introduce a family of elasticity tensors with a positivc parameter A, 

>. _ { aijkl 
aijkl - , -1 

A CLijkl 

Denote A>. = {a.;jkl}, and in the extended domain fle, consider a family 

of the crack problems. Find a displacement field u>- = (uf, u~), and stress 
tensor components a>- = {a&}, i, j = L 2, such that 

-diva>-= f in fle, (22) 

aA = AAc:(uA) in fle, (23) 

1!'' = 0 on r, (24) 

[u>-]v;,, O, (a~] = O, a~ · [u]v = O on re, (25) 

a~ ~ O, a~= O on r± e• (26) 

As before, [v] = v+ - v- is the jump of v through re, where ± fit posi
tive and negative crack faces rf. All the remaing notations correspond to 
those uf Sectiua l. We see tlmt for aay fixe<l A > O the problem (22)-(26) 
describes an equilibrium state of linear elastic body with the crack re where 
nonpenetration conditions are prescribed. Hence, the problem (22)-(26) is 
exactly the problem like (1)-(5), and we are interested in passage to tbe 
limit as A --+ O. In particular, the problem (22)-(26) admits a variational 
fonaulatiua. Buua<lary coa<litiuas (25) -(26) are fulfilled iu the funa as it is 
cxplaincd in Scction l. It can be showu that the following convcrgence takes 
place a.s A--+ O 

u>- --+ u0 strongly in Hl(fle), 

u>-
./X --+ O strongly in H 1(fl 2) , 

(27) 

(28) 

where u0 = u on fl 1 , i.e. a restriction of the limit function from (27) to fl 1 

coincides with the uniquc solution of the Signorini problem (16)-(19). Prom 
(27) -(28) it is scen that the limit function ·u0 is zero in fl2. On the other 
hand, there is no limit passage for a>- in n2 as A --+ O. Thus, the domain n2 

can be understood as undeformable body, and the st.rnsses a.re not dc,fined in 
fl2, This means that the Signorini problem is, in fact, a crack problem with 
nonpenetration condition between crack faces, where the crack re is located 
bctween the clastic body n1 and nondeformable (rigid) body n2 . It is worth 
noting that, in fact, we can write the problem (22)-(26) in the equivalent 
form in the smooth domain fle U I\ by using the smooth domain formulation 
of Section 2.4. 
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3. GRIFFITH FUNCTIONALS EVALUATION BY THE SHAPE SENSITIVITY 

ANALYSIS OF ENERGY FUNCTIONALS 

The velocity method [23, 6] is used in shape sensitivity analysis of the 
enegy functionals with respect to perturbations of a crack tip in two spatial 
dimensions. la [6J the Ha<larmml strueture [23] theorem for the first an<l the 
second order shape dcrivativcs of diffcrcntiable shape functionals in domains 
with cracks is given with full proof. We use the distributed form of the shape 
gradient for the energy functional with respect to the crack tip perturbations 
in order to define the Griffith shape functional which is further considered 
in Section 47. In applications, the Gritlith functional can ue use<l, it seems, 
to control the crack propagation in elastic body with elastic and/ or rigid 
inclusions. 

In the era.ck theory, the Griffith criterion ca.n be used for the prediction 
of crack propagation. This criterion says that a crack propagates provided 
that the derivative of the energy functional with respect to the crack length 
reaches a critical value. In this scction we discuss the Griffith criterion and 
the assoda.ted Griffith funr:tiona.l for the model (1)-(5). 

The generał point of view is that we should consider a perturbed prob
lem with respect to (1)-(5). In particular, a crack length may be perturbed. 
Perturbation will be characterized by a small parameter t, and t = O corre
sponds to the unperturbed problem, i.e. to the problem (1)-(5). To describe 
properly a perturha.tion of the problem, we should define a. perturhat.ion of 
the domain flc. This can be dane in the framework of the sensitivity analysis 
by the so-called velocity method (see [23]). We briefly recall this method in 
a way useful for aur purposes. 

Lct us considcr a 1;ivcn velocity field V dcfincd in JR.2 and describe apertur
bation of flc by solving a Cauchy problem for a system of ODE. Namely, Jet 
V E W 1•00 (JR2)2 be a given field, V= (Vi, V2). Consider a Cauchy problem 
for finding a function cJ? = ( cJ? 1, <J?2) , with x the spatial variable, 

d<Ji 
dt(t,x) = V(<Ji(t,x)) for t -;6 O, <J?(O,x) = x. (29) 

There exists a unique solution cJ? to (29) such that 

Simulta.neously, we can !ind a solution w= (w 1 , w2) to the following Cauchy 
problem 

dw 
dt(t,y)=-V((jj(t,y)) for t-;60, '1.i(O,y)=y (31) 

with the some regularity 

It can be proved that for any fixed t, the inverse function of <J?(t , ·) is the 
function W ( t, •), thus 

y = \J>(t, w(t , y)), x = w(t, \J>(t, x)), x, y E JR.2. 
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Due to this, we have a one-to-one mapping between the domain flc and a 
perturbed domain n~, namely 

y = i!>(t,x): flc • n~, 
X= W(t, y) : fl~--> flc , 

Moreover, by (30), (32), we havc the following asymptotic expansions (I 
denotes the indcntity operator) 

i!>(t, x) = x + tV(x) + r1(t), 

w(t, y) = y - tV(y) + r2(t) , 

fJi!>(t) fJV 
~=I+ t fJx +r3 (t), 

f}IJ:f)I(t) = J - t f)f)V + T4(t), 
y y 

lh(t)llw,:-.,~(R'J' = o(t). i= 1, 2, 

1łr,(t) ł1 L,7;0 (R')''' = o(t), i= 3, 4. 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

Hence, in the domain fl~ it is possible to consider the following boundary 
value problc,m (perturbed with respect to (1)-(5) ). Find a displacement field 
u'= (ui, n~), and stress tensor components a'= {a/), i,j = 1, 2, such that 

-diva1 = f in fl~, (37) 

a1 = Ac:(u1) in n~. (38) 

u1 = 0 on r1 , (39) 

[1/]v1;;, 0, [at,]= O, at, · [1/]v1 = O Oil r~. (40) 

ut, ~ O= a;, = U Oil r1± 
C • (41) 

Herc, 

y=iJi(t,o:):r--,r1, l'c--tl'~, 

and we assumc in this section that f = (fi, h) E C1 (IR2) and that a,jkl = 
const, i, j, k, l = 1, 2. All the rest notations in (37)-(41) remind those of 
(1)-(5), in particular, /1 1 = (vi, fi~) is a unit norma! vcctor tor~ . 

We can provide a variational fonnulation of the problem (37)-(41). Indeed, 
introducc the Sobolcv space 

H/, (nt) = {v = (v,, v2) I v, E H 1(fl~), v, = O on r 1, i= 1, 2} 

and the set of admissible displacemcnts 

!(1 = { V E H~, (n~) I [v]v' ;;, o a.e. on r~}. 

Consider the functional 

II(fl~; v) = ~ j af;{v)E;j(v) - j f;v; 

n~ n~ 

and the minimization problem 

min II(fl~; v). 
vE[(l 

(42) 
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Here, o-;;(v) are defined from Hooke 's law similar to (38). Solution of the 
problem ( 42) exists and it. sat.isfies the va.riat.ional inequa.lit.y 

u' EK', 

j o-/i(u')t:;j(v - u') ;,, j f;(v, - u;) 'vv E K 1. 

n~ n~ 

(43) 

(44) 

Having found a solution of the problem (43)-(44) we can define the energy 
functional 

Il(fl~; u1) = ~ j o-;j(u1)t:;j(u1 ) - j J;ul. 

n~ n~ 

Note that for t = O, we have fl~ = flc and u0 = u, where u is the solution of 
the unperturbed problem (7), (8). The question arises whether the functional 
t -+ IT(nt; 11') is <lifferentiaLle at t = O. Thus, we consider the existence of 
The question whether 

~Il(fl'· ')I = I' 11(flt;u1)-11(flc;u) 
dt c• U t=O Ln;\ t . 

The answer is positive in many practical situations. We consider two cases, 
where the derivative 

(45) 

can be evaluated. 

3.1. Griffith functionals for rectilinear cracks. Assume for simplicity 
that the norma! vector v to r c keeps its value under the map ping x -+ ćli ( t, x), 
i.e. v' = v. In this case, 

I=~ J {div V· Eij(u) - 2E.1(V; u)} o-.1(u) - J div(V J.)u,, (46) 

n. n. 
where 

1 
Eij(U;v) = 2(vi,kUk,j + v1,kUk,,), U= {U;1}, i,j = 1, 2. 

Note that the assumption concerning the norma! vector v holds for rectilinear 
cracks r c and vector fields V tangential tor c· In this situation, ( 46) provides 
a formula for the derivative of the energy functional with respect to the crack 
length what is practically needed for using the Griffith criterion. 

• It will be the case when V = 1 in a vicinity of the right crack tip 
and the support denoted by suppV belongs to a small neighborhood 
of this tip. 

• Formula ( 46) for the shape derivative of the energy functional with 
respect to the crack length is called the distributed shape gradient. 
More precisely, by the shape gradient we understand the mapping 

V-+ ~ J {div V· t:,j(u) - 2E,1(V;u)} o-;j(u) - J div(V f;)ui. (47) 

n. n. 



• In Scction 7 the cxpression of the distrihuted gradient ( 47) is shown 
to be differentiable with respect to the perturbations of the linear 
Louuclmy couclitious for the clisplacerneut lielcl. lu this way the shape 
dcrivativc of the Griffith functional with rcspcet to the boundary 
variations of an inclusion far from the crack is detcrmined. 

3.2. Griffith functionals for curvilinear cracks. The formula for the de
rivative ( 45) eau be derived for curvilinear cracks if the simplified assumption 
on the norma! vector v is not fulfilled by using an appropriate transforma
tion of unknown functions i.e., of the rlispla.cement field j23J. We provirle 
herc the formula (45) for the crack fe which is defined by a. graph of smooth 
fnnction. 

Let -,;, E H 3 (0, li) be a given fnnction, 11 > O, and 

E = {(x1, x2) j X2 = v•(xi), 0 < X1 < ł1}
Consider a crack r 1, r1 c E, as a graph of the fnnction 1/,•, 

f1 = {(x1, x2) J x2 = v,(x1), O< X1 < I}, O< I < 11. 

Herc, l is a parametcr that characterizes the length of the projection of the 
crack r, onto x 1 axis. Consider a smooth cut-off funr.tion 0 with a support 
in a vicinity of the crack tip (ł, v,(ł)), moreover, we assume that 0 = 1 in a 
small neighborhood of (ł, 4,(l)). We can consider a perturhation of the crack 
f1 along E via a small parameter t. Dcnote f!1 = n\ I'1. Perturbed crack r/ 

has a tip (l +t,v,(l +t)), and we consider a perturbed domain n/= n \r/. 
It is possiblc to establish a one-to-one correspondence between fl1 and fl/ by 
formulas 

Yi =.Ti+ tlJ(.T), (x1, x2) E f!1 , (Y1, Y2) En/. (48) 
Y2 = X2 + 1P(X1 + tO(x)) - 1,b(x1), 

Transformation ( 48) is equivalcnt to the following ( cf. (33)) 

y = 1: + tV(x) + r(t, x) 

with the velocity field 

V(x) = (O(x), 1j,'(x1 )0(x)). (49) 

In the domain n/, we can consider a perturbed problem formulation. Namely, 
it is necessary to find a displa.cement. field u1 = (ui, ut) and the stress tensor 
componcnts a1 = {a;j}, i , j = L 2, such that 

-diva1 = f in n/, (50) 

a1 = As(u1) in n/, (51) 

u1 = 0 on r, (52) 

[u']v' ~ O, [at.J = O, at, · Ju']v' = O on rt, (53) 

at, ~ O: a;, = O on r'± I . (54) 

Herc, v' = (vi, v~) is a unit norma! vcctor tor/. For a solution u' of (50)-(54) 
it is possihle to define the energy functional 

II(f!/; u1) = ~ j a;i(u')ci1(u1) - j fiu; 

n: n: 
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a.nd to find the derivative 

II'(ł) = dII(n/;u\_o 
dt -

with the formula 

II'(ł) ~ J {divV · Eij(u) - 2E;j(V;u)}cr.j(u) 
n, 

- j div(V J.)u; + j O"ij(u)t:ij(w) - j J.w. , 
(55) 

n, n, n, 

where the vector field V is rlefinerl in (49) anrl w = (O, 0,/J"ui) is a given 
function. Note that the formula (55) contains the function 0, but in fact 
there is no dependence of the right-hand sicie of (55) on 0. In particular, 
if 1//' = O, the formula (55) reduces to (46) with !le = n,. In this case we 
have a rectilinear crack and v 1 = v. Formula (55) dcfincs a dcrivativc of the 
energy functional with respect to the length of the projection of the crack r, 
anto the x 1 axis. Hence, the derivative of the energy functional with respect 
to the length of the curvilinear crack is as follows 

II'(s ) = II'(ł)(1/J'(ł) 2 + 1)-1! 2 , 

where 
l 

s = J J,;,'(t) 2 + 1 

o 
is the length of the crack r,. 

To r.ondude this section we hriefly disr,uss the existenr,e of so-r.alled in
variant integrals in crack theory. It is turned out that the formula (46) for 
the derivative of the energy functional can be rewritten as an integral over 
closed curve surrounding the crack tip. 

Consider the most simple case of a rectilinear crack re = (O, 1) x {O} 
assuming that r c c n. Let 0 be a smooth cut-off function equal to 1 near 
the point (1, O) , and supp0 belong to a small neighborhood of the point (1 , O). 
Thcn we can takc the vcctor field 

V= (0,0) 

in (29), (31) which, according to (33), corresponds to the following change 
of independent variables 

Y1 = x1 + t0(x) + ru(t), 
Y2 = X2. 

In this case the formula (46) (or the formula (55) in a particular case 1/.• = O) 
provides a derivative of the energy functional with respect to the crack length. 
This formula can be rewritten [15] as an integral over curve L surrounding 
the crack tip (1, O), 

I= J { ~V10"ij(U)Eij(u) - O"ij(u)ui,11/j} (56) 
L 
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provided that / is equal to zero in a neighborhood of the point (1, O). We 
should underline two important points. First, the formula (56) is indepen
dent of L, and second, the right-hand side of (56) is equal to the derivative 
of the energy functional with rcspcct to the crack length. 

In fact, invariant integrals like (56) can be obtained in rnore complex 
situations. For example, we can assume that the crack re is situated on 
the interface between two media which means that the elasticity tensor A = 
{ a;;ki} is as follows 

{ a;;kt for 1:2 > O 
aijkl = a;jkl for X2 < o. 

Herc, a.f;kt = const, af;kt = const, i, j, k, l = 1, 2, and {a;jkt}, {af;kt} satysfy 
t.łw usual propcertices of symmetry and positive definiteness. In this ca.se, 
formula ( 46) for the dcriv-ativc of the energy functional holds true provided 
that V is tangential to re· This formula provides an existence of invariant 
intcgral of the form (56). We should remark at this point that while the 
integral (56) is calculatcd, the valucs a;;(u)u,,1vJ can be takcn at r;; or at 
r;;-. It givcs the same valuc of the integral (56) due to the equality 

[aij(1l)Ui,1Vj ] = 0 011 re. 
On the othcr hand, we can analy-,se the case when a rigidity of the elastic 
body part ne n {x 2 < O} goes to infinity. Indeed, consider the following 
elasticity tensor for a positive parameter >- > O, 

>. { afjkl for X2 > 0 
aijkl = >. -lafjkl for X2 < o. 

Then for any fixed >. > O, the solution of the cquilibrium problem like (1)-(5) 
exists, and a passage to the limit as >. • O can be ful.filled . As we already 
noted in Section 3, in the limit the following contact Signorini problem is ob
taincd. Find a displaccmcnt field u= (u1, u2) and stress tensor components 
a= {aij}, i,j = 1,2, such that 

-diva = f in flc n {x2 > O}, (57) 

a= Aó(u) in flc n {x2 > O}, (58) 

u=O on 8(flen{x2>0})\re, (59) 

Uli;;, o, a,~ o, a,= O, a,. Uli= o 011 re, (60) 

For the problem (57)-(GO) it is possible to differentiate the energy functional 
in the direction of the vector field V = (0, O), where the properties of 0 arc 
dcscribcd abovc. The formula for the derivativc has the following form ( cf. 
(46)) 

I= t j{divV · aiJ(u)- 2EiJ(V,u)}a;J('u) - J div(Vfi)ui, (61) 
01 fh 

Assurne that / = O in a neighborhood of the point (1, O) . In this case, 
formula (61) can be rewrittcn in the form of invariant integral 

f = J { ~llWij(11)€ij(U) - a,j(1t)Ui,Jllj} , (62) 
Li 
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where L1 is a smooth curve "covering" the point (1, O). Like for invariant 
integrals in the crack problems, formula (62) is independent of a chcice of 
L1. 

4. DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUE FOR SINGULARLY PEIITURBED 

ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 

Our primary concern is the domain decomposition technique 124, 25, 20] 
in application to the shape sensitivity a.nalysis of the Griffith shape func
tional. However , the precise results on the shape sensitivity analysis of the 
Griffith shape functional a.re given in a forthcoming paper. In this paper 
we collect all the results recently obtained for shape-topological sensitivity 
analysis of the broad class of variational inequalities for elastic bodies with 
cracks. The asymptotic analysis in singularly perturbed geometrical domain 
is performed by domain decomposition technique. The boundary variations 
are used far from the defect, and the influence of the domain perturbations is 
imposed on the variational inequality by means of the Steklov-Poincare op
erntor <lefine<l within the <lomain <lecomposition techniąue. In this way the 
conical differentia.bility of solutions to the variational inequa.lity with respect 
to the regular perturbations of the boundary conditions can be employed for 
shape-topological sensitivity ana.lysis of the specific functional defined in the 
subdomain which contains the crack. This is the case of the Griffith shape 
functional evaluated for a crack with nonlinear boundary conditions pre
scribed on the crack lips. 

The reference domain n \ i"c of the elastic body under considerations is 
divided into two subdomains ł1c with a crack r c inside and n; with an elastic 
inclusion w inside. The domains are coupled within the nonlinear elasticity 
houn<lary valuP. prohlem with the nonlor.al houn<lary r.on<litions <lP-finP-<l on 
the interface r ,p := TI; n Tic by an appropriate Steklov-Poincare operator. In 
this section, however, we introduce the domain decomposition technique for 
the evaluation of the topological derivatives (24, 25, 20j. 

Let us consider the linear elliptic boundary value problems, and describe 
the domain decomposition technique for asymptotic analysis of the energy 
functional in singularly perturbed geometrical domains. The method is pre
sented for simplicity for circular holes and for the Laplacian with Neumann 
conditions on the hole, and the Dirichlet condition on the outer boundary. In 
such a case the function / (c) = c2 is used in asymptotic analysis. The shape 
functionA.l is <lefine<l hy the associa.te<l energy funct.iona.l to the houn<lary 
value problem. 

The domain decomposition technique and the Steklov-Poincare non.loca! 
boundary operators are used in the topological sensitivity analysis of non
linear variational problems. We start with a scalar linear boundary value 
problem in order to present the outline of the method. Therefore, given 
domains n and fl,(x) = n \ B,(x) c JR.2 , where B,(x) is a ball of radius 
c • O and center at a point x E n far from the boundary f = ć)fl, with 
B, €a n. By u, we denote a unique classical solution of the Poisson equation 
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in singularly pcrturbed domain: 

{ 

Find u, such that 
-Ll.11, = b m fl,, (63) 

u, = o on an, 
ćlnu, = O on fJB, , 

whcrc b E c0•0 (TT), with er E (O, 1), is a given element which vanishes in 
the vicinity of the point x E fl. The solution u, of the boundary value 
problem (63) is variational, since u, EV, C H 1 (fl,) minimizes the quadratic 
functional 

I,(cp) = ~ ( ll'vcpll 2 - ( bcp (64) Jn t: int: 
over the linear subspace V, C H 1(n,), where V, i~ <lefiue<l as 

V,:= {cp E H 1(n,): 'Pir =O}. (65) 

The shape functional 

.J(fl,) := .J(fl,; u,)~ r ll'vu,11 2 - r bu,= - ~ r bu, (66) Jnc Jnc Jnc 
defirwd by the ,,quality 

.J(n,; u,) := I,(u,) (67) 
is the energy functional evaluated for the solution of the boundary value 
problem (63) posed in the singularly perturbcd domain n,. 
Proposition 4.1. The energy admits the expansion with respect to the small 
parameter € -t O of the following form: 

.J(fl,) = .Jn(u) - 1r1c2 ll'vu(xlll 2 + o(c2l, (68) 

where li 'v·u(x) 11 2 is the b-ulk energy density at the point x E n and u is a 
sol-ution to (63) for€= O. 

Remark 4.2. The b-ulk energy densityfunctional H 1 (fl) 3 cp >---t jj'vcp(x)jj2 E 
JR, in generał, is not continuous at a point x E n. Therefore, the bulk energy 
density is replaced by a continuo-us bilinear form H 1(fl) 3 cp >---t (B(cp ), cp)rn E 
JR. For the Laplacian in two spatial dimensions and the solution of unper
t-urbed problem u which is harmonie in a neighborhood of x, the appropri
ate continuous bilinear form with respect to H 1(fl) norm, such that there is 
equality Jor -u, 

ll'vu(x)ll 2 = (B(u), u)i-R 
is given by (72) or (74). This replacement of ll'ii'cp(i')ll 2 by (B(cp),cp)rn in 
the energy f-unctional for problem (63) has been introduced in [24, 25] for the 
purposes of topological derivatives evaluation in the framework of domain 
decomposition method. 

Note 4.1. ff we combine (64) with (68), we arri-ue at the conclusion that 
the mudijied energy funct·iunul 

H 1(fl) 3 cp -t ~ in ll'ii'cpf - in bcp - 7rc2 (B(cp) , cp)rn E JR 

is an approximation of (64) which furnishes the topological derivative (68) 
b-ut with the minimization o-uer unperturbed space H 1(fl). This observation 
is in /act used in the domain decomposition method for unilateral problems. 
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4.1. Domain decomposition technique. Now, we arc going to decom
pose the linem· elliptic problem (G3) into two parts, defined in two disjoint 
domains nR and C(R,c) :=BR\ B, c n, R > c > O. Two nonoverlapping 
subdomains flR , C(R, c) of n, arc sclectcd n,= fłRUI'RUC(R, c), where we 
assnme that R > co, c: E (O, c:0] and r R stands for the exterior bonndary 8B R 

of C(R, c:). Since the gradient of Sobolev functions is not continuous for test 
functions in H 1 (fl), bnt it is the case for harmonie functions, we replace the 
pointwise values of the gradient of test functions by a representation formula 
valid only for the pointwise values of the gradient of a harmonie function. 

Proposition 4.3. ff the Junction u is harmonie in a bali B n C JR.2 , of radius 
R > O and center at x E n, then the _gradient of u evaluated at x is _given by 

v'u(x) = - 1-. { (x - x)u(x) . 
7rR3 Jrn 

(69) 

Proof. The proof of this result we leave as an excrcise. O 
In view of (69), since b = O in Bn for sufficiently small R > co, cxpansion 

(68) can be rewritten in the equivalent form 

J(fl,) = J(fl) - 7r~6 [ (in ux1) 
2 + ({ ux2 ) 

2
] + o(c2), (70) 

wherc x - x = (x 1 , x2). As observed in [24, 251, it is intercsting to note that 
(70) can be rewrittcn as follows 

(71) 

with the nonlocal, positive and selfadjoint boundary operator B nniquely 
determined by its bilinear form 

From the above representation, since the line integrals on l'n arc well de
fined for functions in L1(r n), it follows that the operator B can be extended 
e.g., to a bounded operator on L2(r R), namely 

(73) 

with the same symmetric bilinear form 

(B(rp),r/>)rn = ~ [ r ,PX1 r rj,,'Cj + r ,PX2 r r/Jx2] (74) 
1rR JrR lrn lrn lrn 

which is continuous for all ,p, <f, E L 2 (I'n). We observe that the bilincar form 

(75) 

is continuous with respect to the weak convergcnce sincc it has the simplc 
structure 

(B(cp), </>)i·n = L1(rp)L1(</>) + L2(rp)L2(</>) rp, </> E L 1(I'R) (76) 

with two linear forms rp H L1(rp) and rp H L2(</>), given by the line integrals 
on l'R, 
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4.2. Steklov-Poincare pseudodifferential boundary operators. 

Note 4.2. We detennine the family Steklov-Poincare boundary operators on 
the outer boundary I'n of the domain C(R, c), ifthere is a hole E, inside of 
C(R,c). 

We select R > O such that the circle ( or the bali for d = 3) ER contains 
the hole E, and introduce the truncated domain fln. For the boundary value 
problem riefineri in n„ we introduce its approximation in fln. The singular 
perturbation n, of the geometrical domain n is replaced by a regular per
turbation of the Steklov-Poincare boundary operator living on the interface, 
which coincides with the interior boundary r R of fln. 

Definition 4.4. The Steklov-Poincare boundary operator 

.A,: n1f2(I'n) • H-1f2(I'n) (77) 

ie dejined for the Po-i.soon equation ·in the domain C(R, c). For <L ji.:,:ed prL

rameterc > O and agiven elementv E H 112(I'n), the corresponding element 
in the range of the operator .A, is given by the Neumann trace of a unique 
solution to the boundary value problem 

{ 

Find w, such that 
-fi.w, O in C(R, c), 

w, v on I'n, 
OnW, O on 8E, . 

(78) 

Then we set 
A,(v) = OnW, on I'n, 

where n is the unit exterior nonnal vector on aC ( R, c). 
(79) 

Remark 4.5. Let us note that, in absence of the source tenn b, the energy 
shape functional in C(R, c) evaluated Jor the hannonic Junction w, coincides 
with the boundary energy of the Steklov-Poincare operator on r R evaluated 
Jor the Dirichlet trace of the solution w„ namely 

r llv'w,112 = (.A,(v), v)rR . (80) lccn,,) 
Therefore, the asymptotics oj the energy shapefunctiona/ in C(R,c) Joro • 
O, gives rise to the regular expansion of the Steklov-Poincare operator: 

.A,= A - 2t:2B +n,, (81) 

where the remainder denoted by n, in the above expansion is of order o(t:2 ) 

in the operator nonn .C.(H112(I'n);H- 112(I'n)). 

By Remark 4.5 we obtain the strong convergence of solutions in the trun
cated domain. In fact, let us state the following important result: 

Proposition 4.6. The sequence of solutions u, converges as c • O in the 
following sense. For any R > O, 

u:; • uR strongly in H1(fłn) , (82) 

where fłn := n\ En, c E (O,col, and R > co > O, where En is a bali of 
radius R and center at x En. 

.. 
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Proof. Let u;} be the restriction to rln of the solution u, to (63), namely 

uf E Hl-(!2n) : f 'vuf · 'vrJ + f A,(uf)TJ = f br] '<Ir] E H/(lln) . (83) 
lnn lrn Jnn 

In the same way, for E = O we have 

uR E Hf(!ln) : f 'vuR · "vr] + f A(uR)17 = f br] '<IT) E Hf(On) , (84) 
lnn lrn lnn 

where uR is the restriction to rln of the solution to (63) for E 

addition, Hl-(!2n) is a subset of H 1(lln), which is <lefine<l a~ 

HMnn) := {cp E H 1(fln): 'PJ,. =O}. 

O. In 

(85) 

By taking TJ = uf( - u R and after subtracting the second equation from the 
first uue we get 

f ll'v(uf- nR)li2 + f (A,(uf) - A(uR))(uf- uR) =O. (86) 
lnn Jrn 

By taking into account the expaosion (81) we observe that 

r ll'v(uf - uR)ll 2 = 1 (2c2B(uR) - n,(uR))(uf- uR) . (87) 
Jon ł'n 

From the Ca-uchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain 

fon ll'v(uf- uR)ll2 ,;;; 2c2 IIB(uR)IIH-1/2(rn) lluf - uRIIH1f2(l'n) 

+ IIR.,(uR)llw1/2(rn)lluf- uRIIH1f2(rn). (88) 

Taking into account the trnce theorem and the compactness of the remainder 
n,, we have 

(89) 

Finally, from the coercivity of the bilinear form on the left haod side of the 
above inequality, namely, 

(90) 

we obtain 

(91) 

which leads to the result, with C = Cifc. • 
Now, we lllake use uf the Steklov-Poiucare operator <leliue<l above for the 

annulus C:(R, c) in order to rewrite the energy shape functional in n, as a 
sum of integrals over fln and of the boundary bilinear form on r a, 

li 2 1 l .J(r!,) = 2 ll'vu,11 - bu,+ 2 (A,(-u,), u,)rn , 
On On 

(92) 

which is possible since the source term b vanishes in the small bali B n around 
the point x En. 
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In conclusion, another method of evaluation of the topologicai derivative 
for the energy shape functional is now available. We have the energy shape 
functional in the form 

.J(n.) = i\'f {-2
1 f l['v,pl[ 2 - f b<p + -21 (A.(,p), ,p)rn} , (93) 

cpEH,.(On) łon łon 
where H/.(fłn) is rlefinerl trough (85). Taking into ,iccount expansion (81), 
from (93) it follows by an elementary &gument that 

.J(fl.)= i~ {-21 f ll'v,pll 2 - f b<p+-21 (A(cp),'P)rn} 
'l'EHr(On) łon łon 

- c: 2 (B(u), u)rn + o(c:2 ) , (94) 

where (94) coincides with (71). The range of applications of the presented 
method is not limited to linear problems only. In fact, this is the only avail
able method without any strict complementarity type assumptions on the 
unknown solution of the V&iationai inequality, for evaluation of topological 
derivatives of the energy shape functional for unilateral problems. 

5. DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUE FOR TOPOLOGICAL 

DERIVATIVES EVALUATION 

The method of compound asymptotic expansions is usually used for the 
purposes of asymptotic analysis of elliptic bound&y value problems in sin
gularly perturbed geometrical domains. The application of this method 
requires the linearization of the boundary value problem under considera
tions which becomes quite involved in the case of V&iational inequalities [l]. 
Therefore, the domain decomposition technique was proposed and used in 
[24, 25], as well as used in [20] for the purposes of topological derivation for 
V&iational inequalities which describe the static frictionless contact between 
an elastic body and a rigid foundation as well as for cracks with the unilateral 
nonpenetration condition. 

We recall that the Sobolev space H 1(fl) is the Dirichlet space for the 
natura! order, we refer the reader e.g. to [6] for further details in the case 
of contact problems in line& elasticity. By the Dirichlet-Sobolev space we 
mean the ordered Sobolev spaces e.g., H 1(0) or H 112(8!l) with the following 
property for the natura! order. If the function x H u(x) is in the Sobolev 
space, then the function x H u+(x) := max{u(x), O} belongs to the Sobolev 
space. 

5.1. Problem formulation. Let us consider the new boundary value prob
lem, with nonlinear bound&y conditions on fe C n. For the domain with 
a hole B.(x), where x En, the boundary value problem takes the following 
form: 

Find u. such that 
-ti.u. b in n., 

u. o on f, 
BnUe o on 8B., (95) 

u. ;;, o } OnUe, ~ o on fe, 
Ue OnUe o 
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where the source term b E c0," (O) v-anishes in the neighborhood of the point 
x En. A weak solution u, of problem (95) minimizes the energy functional 
(64) over a cone in the Sobolev space, and the shape energy functional takes 
the form 

.J(fl,) = inf { ~ ( llv'cpff 2 - / bcp} , (96) 
,pE{V,,,plrc ;,o} 2 Jo, Jo, 

where the liner space Ve is <lehae<l by (65). 
Now, !et us considcr the domain decomposition mcthod for (95), assuming 

that r c c fln. In particular, this means that the linear space H/; (fln) definc,d 
through (85) is replaced in (93) by the convex and c/osed subset 

K := { cp E Hf(fln) : 'Pirc ;,, O} , (97) 

and the functional including the Steklov-Poincare operator is as follows 

I;ł(uf) = inf {-21 ( llv'cpff 2 - / bcp+-21 (A(cp) ,cp) rn} (98) 
tpEK. lnR Jo.Ił 

In order to establish the equality 

If(uf) = .J(rle), (99) 

it iR sufficient to show that the minimizer uf in (98) coincides with the 
restriction to fln of the minimizer U,: of the corresponding quadratic func
tional defined in the whole siugularly perturbed domain fle, which is lcft as 
an exercise. In this way we obtain 

.J(ne) = ~ ( llv'uell 2 - ( bu, lnE lnr: 
~ r llv'-u,11 2 - r bu,+~(A,(uel, ·u,)r11 lnn Jo.n 
If(uf) 

J~f:Uk}v'cpff 2 - k/<P+~(A,(cp),cp)r11 } , (100) 

thus, the topological derivative of .J(fl) can be evaluated by using the cx
pansion of If (uf-). The assumption required for the derivation of If (uf) 
with respcct to the parameter E: at E: = o+ is only the strong convergence as 
c -t O for fixed R > O, namely uf-, uR strongly in H 1(fln), i.e., there is 
no need for differentia.bility properties of the minimizcr u{! E H 1(fln) with 
respect to e (see the proof of Proposition 4.6). 

5.2. Hadamard differentiability of minimizer for parametric pro
gramming in function spaces. The existence of the conical differentia! 
for the mapping 

(101) 

is establishcd. 
We introduce: 

• The quadratic functional 

1 1 
9R(cp) := 2aR(rp, cp) - tR(cp) + 2(A(cp), rp)rn - c2 (B(cp), cp)rn , (102) 
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where 

aR(,p, ,p) = r ll'v',pll 2 

lnn 
• The coincidence set 

3:={xEfc:uR=O}. 

• The linear form (nonegative measure) 

(11.c, ,p) := aR(un, ,p) - lR(,p) + (A(uR), ,p)rn . 

• The convex cone 

(103) 

(104) 

(105) 

SI<(uR) = {,p E Hł,(fln) : <p ~ O q.e. on 3, (µ.c, ,p) =O}. (106) 

We recall that the symbol q.e. reads "quasi everywhere" and it means, 
everywhere, with possible exception on a set of null capacity. 

Theorern 5.1. For fi.r.ed R > O we have 

I/uf - uRIIH/(nn) ~ Cne:2 • (107) 

Furthermore, there i.s an expansion with respect to € --+ o+, 
uf= UR+ c2vR + oR(c2 ) in H1 (fłn) . (108) 

The element vR E H 1(fln) i.s uniquely determined by a solution to the fol
lowing quadmtic minimization problem 

gn( vR) = inf gn( <p) . (109) 
<pESK(uR) 

Rernark 5.2. The result establi.shed in Theorem 5.1 can be obtained as well 
for a class of contact problems by an application of generał results given in 
[6, 23). 

5.3. Topological Derivatives. In this section the outline of the domain 
decomposition method for variational inequalities is given. The topological 
derivative can be evaluated for the energy shape functional. The scalar ellip
tic equation as well as the linear elasticity system in two spatial diniensions 
with the unilateral conditions far from the hole are considered. The case of 
three spatial dimensions can be described in the same manner. The unilat
eral conditions are iniposed for the weak solutions of elliptic boundary value 
problems by a cone constraint for the mininiization of the quadratic energy 
functional. We recall that the cone of admissible displacements in contact 
problcms of lincar clasticity is dcfincd by the nonpcnctration condition. The 
unilateral condition is only an approximation of the real condition and it is 
prescribed for norma! displacements in the contact zone. Thus the norma! 
displacements in the contact zone belong to a positive cone in the space of 
traces. 

In this part we restrict ourselves to the circular holes. Let us recall the 
notation for the domain decomposition technique. Given a domain n, = 
n\ B, c IR.2, with a small hole B, c Bn of radius e: --+ O and center at 
x En, we denote by nn =n\ Bn the domain without the hole B,, and by 
C(R, e:) = Bn \ B, the ring with the small hole B, inside. It means that 
the domain n, is decomposed into two subdomains, the truncated one fln 
and the ring C(R,c:). The main idea which is employed here is to perform 
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the asymptotic analysis for a linear problem and then apply the result to 
the nonlinear problem in a smaller domain called truncated domain. This is 
possible for unilateral conditions prescribed on r c C nn, where the set r c is 
far from the hole B,, and therefore far from the hall BR· 

Under this geometrical assumption it is possible to restrict the asymptotic 
analysis to the ring C(R, c:). Then the obtained result on the asymptotic be
havior of the a.ssociated solution to the boundary value problem defined in 
the ring is applied to the variational inequality considered in the truncated 
domain fln. In this way the sinp;ular domain pcrturbation in the rinp; influ
ences, by a rcgular perturbation, the boundary conditions on the interface 
for variational inequality. The regular perturbation is governed by a non
local, pseudodifferential, selfadjoint boundary operator of Steklov-Poincare 
type. The nonlocal Steklov-Poincare operator is introduced on the inter
face betwecn two subdomains, it is the cxterior boundary r R of the ring, 
which is exactly the interior bonndary of the truncated domain fln. The 
subproblem to be solved in the truncated domain is a variational inequal
ity associated to the constrained minimization problem over a closed convex 
cone /C C H 1(!ln): 

Find a unique minimizer u, E /C of the quadratic energy functional 

R 1 R R 1 1, (cp) = 2a (cp,cp) - I (cp) + 2(A,(cp),cp)rn, (110) 

where A, stands for the Steklov-Poincare operator for the ring C(R, c:) 
and (·, ·)rn is the dua.lity pairing defined for the frnr.tional Soholev spar:es 
H- 112(1'n) x H 112(1'n) on the interface r n, associated with the correspond
ing Steklov-Poincare operator A, : H 112(rn) H H-112(rn). We need an 
assumption on its asymptotic behavior, which is: 

Condition 5.3. The Stek/ov-Poincare operator for the ring C(R, c:) admits 
the expansion for c: > O, c: small enough, 

A,= A- 2f(c:)B+R, , (111) 

with an appropriate Junction f(t:) ---+ O, when E ---+ O, depending on the 
bo·undary conditions on the hole, where the remainder R, is of order o(! ( c:)) 
in the operator norm C.(H 112(rn);H- 112(rn)). 

Remark 5.4. In the scalar case the operator Bis defined by the bi/inear form 
(74). From (81) it follows that f(t:) = c:2 for the Neumann boundary condi
tions on the hole B,. For our s71ec-ific app/ications, e3:pansion (111) results 
from the asymptotics of the shape energy functiona/ in the ring C ( R, E), as it 
is for the sca/arprob/em. Iftheform of operatorB in (111) is known, in order 
to apply the generał scheme the only assumption to check is the compactness 
conditionfor the remainder in the operator norm .C(H 112(rn);H- 112 (rn)). 

Therefore, the original vai·iational iueąuality defined in the domain fl, is 
replacecl by the variatiunal inequality clefinecl in the truncatecl clomain nn. 
In this way, for the purposes of asymptotic analysis the original quadratic 
funr:tional defined in the domain of integrntion fl,, namcly .J(fl,; cp), is re
placed by the functional 1{1-( cp) defined in the truncated do mai n without any 
hole. Two problems are equivalent under the following assumption on the 
minimizers u, and uf of .7(!1,; cp) and 1{1-(cp), rcspectively. 
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Condition 5.5. For c > O, with € small enough, the minimizer u:1 in the 
truncated domain coincides with the restriction to the truncated domain fl R 
of the minimizer u, in the singularly perturbed domain n,. 

If Conditions 5.3 and 5.5 arc fulfillcd, thcn the topolop;ical asymptotic 
expansion of the energy functional 

.J(H,; u,)=~ r ll'vu,112 - r bu, Jnf! inr: 
(112) 

can be determined from the expansion of the energy functional in the trun
cated domain, namely 

I{\u:) = ~aR(u:,u:)-lR(u:)+ ~(Ą(u:J , u:)rn, (113) 

where u:Z is the restriction to the truncated domain fln of the solution u, to 
the variational inequality in the perturbed domain n,. Under our assump
tions, the solution u, coincides with the solution obtained by the domain 
decomposition method. 

The evaluation of the topological asymptotics expansion for the energy 
functional (ll2) is based on the equality (99), so we have .J(fl,;u,) = 
I;:(u:1), combined with the following characterization of the energy func
tional 

I;:(u:) = J~d ~aR(<p, ,p) - tR(,p) + ~(Ą(,p), ,p)i·n} . (ll4) 

The quadratic term <p M ½(Ą(,p),'l')rn of the functional If(,p) is, in 
view of assumption (lll) or of Condition 5.3, the regular perturbation of 
the bilinear form in the quadratic functional I;:(,p). Therefore, we obtain 
the re.suit on the differentiability of the optima! value in (113) with respect 
to the parameter E: . 

Proposition 5.6. Assume that: 

• The Condition 5.3 given by (lll) holds in the operator norm. 
• The strong convergence takes place u: • uR in the norm of the space 

H 1(fln), which also defines the energy norm for the functional (ll4) . 

Then, the energy in the truncated domain nR has the following topological 
asymptotic expansion 

If(u:) = zR(uR) - f(E:)(B(uR), uR)rn + 0(!(1o)) , (115) 

where uR is the restriction to the truncated domain fln of the solution u to 
the original variational inequality in the unperturbed domain n. Therefore, 
the topological derivative of the energy shape functional is obtained from the 
asymptotic expansion 

.J(n,; u,)= .J(n; u) - f(E:)(B(u), u)rn + o(f (E:)) . (ll6) 

Proof There are inequalities 

I;:(1i:) - zR(u:) I;:(u:) - rR(uR) <:'. I;:(uR) -IR(uR) 
f(E:) ,;; f(1o) "' f(E:) ' (117) 



which imply the existence of the limit 

IR(uR) - IR(uR) 
limsup E E E 

/(e)--+0 f (c) 

r If(u{ł) - IR(uR) 

1cJ00 f(c:) 
. . IR(uR) - IR(uR) 
hmmf~'--~---
J(,)--+O f(c:) 
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(118) 

From (115), in view of (99), it follows (116). O 
We can condudP. t.111, ana.lysis for the Signorini problem, and confirm that 

the topological derivative of the energy shape functional is given by the same 
formula as it is in the linear case. 

Theorem 5. 7. The energy functional for the Signorini problem admits the 
expansion 

(119) 

where the topological derivative 'T(x) = -llv'u(x)ll 2 is the negative bulk en
ergy density at the point x E n. Since the solution of the Signorini problem 
is harmonie in a vicinity of x, the expansion is well defined. Therefore, 
the topological derivative of the energy shape functional is given by the same 
expression as it is in the case of linear problem. 

6. CONICAL DIFFERENTIA131LITY OF METRIC PROJECTIONS IN DIRICHLET 

SPACES ONTO POSITIVE CONES AND APPLICATIONS TO THE SHAPE 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 

The conical differcntiability of mctric projcction onto the positive c:one in 
the Dirichlet space is considered in 123, 6J with applications to the sensitiv
ity analysis of variational inequalities. There a.re numerous a.pplica.tions of 
such results for the sha.pe sensitivity a.nalysis of the Signorini problem and 
frictionless canta.et problems in elasticity [231, crack models with unila.teral 
nonpenetra.tion conclition IGI. We reeall that the shape differcntiability of the 
energy functional for cracks with unila.teral nonpenetration condition which 
is established in 1141, does require only the a.ppropriate strong shape conti
nuity of solutions to va.ria.tional inequa.lities and can be obta.ined under mild 
regularity assumptions on the governing variational inequality [6J. In Scction 
6.3 the topological derivative of the energy functional is given for the ela.stic 
body with a rigid inclusion, weakened by a crack on the boundary of the 
inclusion. It is assumed tha.t on the crack the unila.teral nonpenetration con
dition is prescribed which ma.kes the analysis more involved 1201 comparecl 
to the linear case. 

For the convenience of the rea.der we reca.11 herc the a.bstract result 1231 
which is a gencraliza.tion of the implicit function theorem for varia.tiona.l 
ineąualities. We use the result on the Hadamarcl differentiability of the 
metric projection on polyhedra.l convex sets in Hilbert spa.ces due to Mignot 
and Ha.raux, we refer the rea.der to l6J for a simple proof of such a result. 
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6.1. Generalization of implicit function theorem for variational in
equalities. Hadamard differentiability of solutions to variational 
inequalities. Let IC C V be a convex and closed subset of a Hilbert space 
V, and Jet (·, ·) denote the duality pairing between V' and V, where V' de
notes the dual of V. We shall consider the following family of variational 
inequalities depending on a parameter t E [O, to), to > O, 

Ut E IC : at(Ut, ,p - Ut) 2'. (bt, ,p - Ut) v',p E IC. (120) 

Moreover, !et Ut= Pt(bt) be a solution to (120). Fort= O we denote 

u E IC: a(u,,p- u) 2: (b,,p-u) v',p E IC , (121) 

with u= P(b) solution to (121). 

Theorem 6.1. Let us assume that: 

• The bilinear farm at(·,·) : V x V ---+ JR is coercive and continuaus 
unifarmly with respect ta t E [O, to). Let '2t E .C(V; V') be the linear 
operator defined as fallaws at(<P,,p) = ('2t(ef,),,p) v'ef,,<p EV; it is 
suppased that there exists Q' E .C(V; V') such that 

'2t = Q + tQ' + o(t) in .C(V; V') . (122) 

• Fart > O, t small enough, the fallowing elJUality holds 

bt = b + tb' + o(t) in V' , (123) 

where bt, b, b' EV'. 
• The set IC C V is canvex and clased, and far the salutians ta the 

variatianal inequality 

IIb = P(b) E IC: a(IIb, <p - IIb) 2: (b, <p - IIb) v',p E K, (124) 

the fallawing differential stability result ha/ds 

v'h. EV' : II(b + sh) = IIb + sII'h. + a(s) in V (125) 

fars > O, s small enaugh, where the mapping II' : V' ---+ V is cantin
uaus and pasitively hamageneaus and a(s) is uniform, with respect ta 
h E V', on compact subsets of V'. 

Th.en, the salutians to the variatianal inel}uality (120) <Lr-e 1·ight-diffe1-ent-iable 
with respect ta t at t = O, i.e. fort > O, t small enough, 

uc=u+tu'+o(t) in V , (126) 

where 
u'= II1(b1 - Q'u) . (127) 

Let us note, that for bt = O and Ut= Pt(0) we obtain u'= II'(-Q'u). 

6.2. Applications to unilateral contact problems. We recall a result 
on the topological derivatives of the energy functional for elastic bodies with 
rigid inclusions with cracks on the interfaces. We refer to [20] for the proof. 

Let us intro duce the description of the convex cone S K (u), 

SK(u) = {<p E H~•w(!ly): [,p] · n ;J, O on Yo; { _ <7(u) · v',p' = { b · <p} 
Jri \w Jor 

(128) 
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where Yo = {x E i : (u - Po) · n = O}, where po := ulw· We havc the 
following rcsult: 

Theorem 6.2. Let there be given the right hand side bi = b + th of the 
variational inequality which govems the unilateral contact problem under in
vestigations, then the unique solution ui E K-w is Lipschitz continuous 

(129) 

and conically differentiablc in H 1(fl1 ;lR.2), that is, fort> O, t small enough, 

ui =u+tv+o(t), (130) 

where the cun'ical d'ifferent-ial ,vive, the vmiat'iu,wl 'ineljual'ity 

v E SK(u) : ( u(v) · 'v(11 - v) 5 ;;;, ( h · (11 - v) '<111 E SK(u) . (131) k~ kT 
The remainder converges to zero 

1 
11lo(t)IIH1(ny;R') i=to O (132) 

uniformly with respect to the direction h on the compact sets of the dual space 
(Hi·w(fł1 )) 1 • Thus, vis the Hadamard directional derivative of the solution 
to the variational inequality with rcspect to the right hand side. 

6.3. Example. Topological derivative of energy functional for the 
crack on boundaries of rigid inclusions. We present an example of 
shape-topological sensitivity analysis for a crack located on the boundary 
of a rigid inclusion. The rigid inclusion can be considered as the limit case 
of elastic inclusions. In this particular case the generał theory applies and 
we arc able to present the topological derivative of the energy functional 
following [20]. 

Let us now consider a singularly perturbed domain n,(x) = n \ B,(x), 
wherc B,(x) is a ball of radius c > O, c • O, and center at x E n \ w. 
We assume that the hole B, do not touch the rigid inclusion w, namely 
B, es fl\w. 

We arc interested in the topological asymptotic expansion of the energy 
shape functional of the form 

.J(!t,;cp) = ~ f u(cp). 'vcp5 - f b. cp, (133) 
2 }n.\w lnT 

with cp = u, solution to the following nonlinear system: 

Find u, such that 
- divu(u,) 

u(u,) 
u, 

u(u,)n 
(u, - Po)· n 

UT (u,) 
unn(u,) 

unn(u,)(u, - Po)· n 

- r u(u,)n. p 
law 

IC'vu!, 
o 
o 

on r' 
on fJB,, 

on y+ , 

V pER(w). 

(134) 
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Since the problem is nonlinear, let us introduce two disjoint domains fln 
and C(R,t:), with fln = n \Bn(x) and C(R,t:) = Bn \B, <En \w, where 
B n(x) is a bali of radius R > t: and center at x E n \ w. For the sake of 
simplicity, we assume that b = O in Bn(x), that is, the source term b vanishes 
in the neighborhood of the point x E n \ w. Thus, we have the following 
linea.r elasticity system defined in the ring C(R, t:): 

{ 

Find w, such that 
-divO"(w,) = O in C(R, t:) , 

O"(w,) = C'ii'w;, 
w, = v on fn, 

O"(u,)n = O on 8B, , 

(135) 

where fn is used to denote the exterior boundary 8B n of the ring C(R,t:). 
We are interested in the Steklov-Poincare operator on r n, that is 

A,: v E H 112(fn;lR.2) • O"(w,)n E s - l/2(fn;lR.2). (136) 

Then we have O"(uf)n = A,(uf) on fn, where uf is solution of the varia
tional inequality in fln, that is 

uf E Kw : ( O"(u:) · 'i1(77 - uf)+ ( A,(uf) · (77 - uf) 
lnR lrR 

?; ( _ b · (77 - u:) \/77 E Ko,. (137) 
lnT\BR 

Finally, in the ring C(R,t:) we have 

f O"(w,) • 'ii'w: = f A,(w,) •w,, (138) 
fc(R,,) lrR 

where w, is the solution of the elasticity system in the ring (135). Therefore 
the solutions uf and w, are defined as restriction of u, to the truncated 
domain nn and to the ring C(R, t:), respectively. 

In particular, in the neighborhood of x E n\ w, the energy in the ring 
C(R,t:) admits the following topological asymptotic expansion 

( O"(w,)-'ii'w: = ( O"(w)·'i1w'-21rt:2Il"O"(w(x))·'i1W 8 (X)+o(t:2 ) . (139) 
fc(R,,) f Bn 

where w is solution to (135) for t: = O and Il" is the polarization tensor. 
It means that w is the restriction to the disk B n of the solution u to the 
nonlinear system defined in the unperturbed domain fh. Therefore, we have 
tlmt the Steklov-Poiucare operator deliued \.,y (13G) admits the expansiou 
for t: > O, with t: small enough, 

A,= A - 2t:2B + o(t:2), (140) 

where the operator B is determined by its bilinear form 

(B(w), w)rn = 1rll"O"(w(x)) · 'ii'w'(x) . (141) 

From the above results, we have that the energy shape functional asso
ciated to the cracks on boundaries of rigid inclusions embedded in elastic 
bodies has the following topological asymptotic expansion 

.1(11,) = .J(n) - 7rt:2Il"O"(u(x))' 'ii'u'(x) + o(t:2 ) ' (142) 
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with the topological derivative 'T(x) given by 

'T(x) = -l!'a(u(x)). v'u'(x), (143) 

where u is solution of the variational inequality in the unperturbed domain 
fly and lP' is the Pólya-Szegii polarization tensor. 

Remark 6.3. From equality (138) we obserue that the bilinear form (141) 
represents the topological derivative of the Steklov-Poincare operator (136). 
In addition, sin ce solution u E !Cw of the variational inequality is a H 1( fly; JR 2) 

Junction, then it is convenient to compute the topological derivative from 
quantities evaluated on the boundariJ r R in similar way as for the scalar 
case. 

7. SHAPE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE GRIFFITH FUNCTIONAL 

lu a forthcomiug paper the first onler shape-topological seusitivity aualysis 
of cnerp;y functionals is used to establish the shape diliercntiability of the so
rallrd Griffith shape fundional. We are going to desc.ribe briefly a result of 
this sort. 

Example 7.1. Let n := l2e Ur U n, be an elastic body with the rectilinear 
crack re c E c fle, thus an := re U an. We consider the shape functional 
defined by ( 46) which is called the Griffith f1mctional 

J(fl) := ~ J {divV · ó;j(u) - 2E,j(V;u)} a,j(u) - J div(V f;)u;, 

o. o. 
where the displacement field u is gi-uen by the unique solution of the varia
tional inequality 

u E K : a(u, v - u)~ (!, v - u) \tu E K , (144) 

and the velocity vector field V is compactly supported in ą. We need the 
decomposition of n into flc and n, for the purposes of the domain decompo
sition technique to our problem. Let w C !2; be an elastic inclusion. 

Proposition 7.2. Assume that the energy shape functional t:(fł;) is shape 
differentiable in the direct-ion of the velocity field vV compactly supportcrl 
in a neighbourhood of the inclusion w C fl,, then the Griffith functional is 
clirect·iunully clifferent·iuble -i-r, the clfrecti,m uf the veloc-ity field W. 

The result is proved by the domain deeomposition techniq11e with a lin
ear problem in fl; which is used to determine the expansion of the energy 
functional wi th respect to the boundary variations of an inclusion and the 
nonlinear problem in cracked subdomain ne which is uscd to obtain the 
conical diliercntiability of the solution with respect to the variations of the 
Steklov-Poincare operator: 

• the diffcrcntiability of the cncrp;y functional in the subdomain fl; im
plies the rlifferentiability of the a.ssoci,iterl Steklov-Poincar/S operator 
defined on the Lipschitz curve given by the interface TT, n Ile with 
respect to the scalar parameter t -t O whic.h governs the boundary 
variations of the inclusion w; 
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• the expansion of the Steklov-Poineare nonloeal boundary pseudodif
ferential operator obtained in the subdomain n, is used in the bound
ary comlitio11s for the variatio1ml i11equality clefinecl in the crackecl 
subdomain flc and leads to the conieal differentia! of the solution to 
the unilateral problem in the subdomain; 

• the one term expansion of the solution to the unilateral problem 
is used in the Griffith functional in order to obtain the directional 
derivative with respeet to the boundary variations of the inclusion. 
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